2019 Academic Research Symposium

Scholarship, Research, and Best Practices in Diversity & Inclusion: Exploring Current Findings and Pursuing New Pathways

Rutgers scholars will convene to share research, scholarship, and innovative research-based strategies. Topics: Access to higher education, disabilities, immigration, gender disparity & transgender inclusion.

Thursday, April 4th, 2019 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
College Avenue Student Center, MPR
Rutgers University-New Brunswick

Breakfast & Registration—8:30 am - 9:00 am
Lunch will be provided.

RSVP, today on the symposium webpage: academicaffairs.rutgers.edu/symposium
You can also watch live! The event will be streamed on Livestream.com, for details visit the webpage.

---

Keynote: Radical Hope is Possible! Remaking the 21st Century Public Research University

Jack Tchen

Inaugural Clement A. Price-Mellon Chair of Public History and Humanities Director, Clement A. Price Institute, Rutgers University-Newark

Distinguished scholar of American and Asian American history, curator, and a public intellectual known for pioneering creative historical storytelling, and reframing progressive pedagogy. He is Senior Historian and co-founder of the Museum of Chinese in America.

---

Keynote: Immigration, Diversity and–Student Journeys to Higher Education

Peter Guarnaccia

Professor, Culture and Health, Department of Human Ecology, SEBS and Investigator at the Institute for Health, Health Care Policy and Aging Research, Rutgers—New Brunswick

Nationally recognized scholar identifies cross-cutting and cultural-specific experiences of the adaptation and adjustment processes of immigrant students to the U.S. to assist them in attaining a college education.